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Abstract—Chest radiography is a screening tool for the detection
and the primary assessment of abnormalities consistent with the
infections of the lower respiratory tract. Most commonly, the
radiographic manifestations of bacterial infection are areas of
consolidation with a segmental or lobar distribution which
appear as areas of increased pulmonary opacity. This paper
addresses the problem of the discovery of consolidation patterns
in chest radiographs, by a methodology for automatic segregation
of lung consolidations from normal lung parenchyma. The
proposed methodology is based on non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) of pulmonary radiographic patterns
represented by intensity histograms and Gabor textural features.
NMF is considered as a soft clustering algorithm which is
iteratively applied according to an hierarchical cluster-merging
scheme. This scheme reckons with the resulting NMF bases so as
to overcome the limitations associated with the geometry of the
clusters. The experimentation results validate the effectiveness of
the proposed methodology and demonstrate its comparative
advantage over the conventional hierarchical and NMF
partitional clustering algorithms.
Chest radiography, bacterial infections, image segmentation,
clustering, cluster-merging, non-negative matrix factorization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Respiratory tract infections represent a major cause of
morbidity and mortality, and a leading cause of death
worldwide [1]. Chest radiography is almost always the initial
diagnostic test performed in patients who present with signs
and symptoms suggesting pulmonary infection. The most
common pattern in bacterial pneumonia is focal consolidation
[2], which typically presents radiographically as single or
multiple sites of focal consolidation, in either a segmental or
lobar distribution. The radiographic appearance of focal
consolidation is defined as an area of increased pulmonary
opacity with obscuration of underlying bronchovascular
structures and additional interference with the superimposed
structures of the thoracic cavity such as the ribs and the
mediastinum. The different types of superimposed structures
that conflate to the final image contribute to both the diversity
and complexity of its content which along with the quality
variability induced by the parameters related to the radiation
exposure, make its medical interpretation a challenging task.

This task has motivated many researchers to develop various
computational methods for automatic analysis of chest
radiographs [3]. Such methods include detection of the lung
fields [4], size measurements of structures of the thoracic
cavity [5], detection of the ribs [6], lung nodule detection [7],
whereas fewer methods, basically supervised, cope with the
detection of abnormalities associated with the presence of
pulmonary infections [8]-[10].
The major focus of this paper is on the discrimination of
consolidation patterns associated with bacterial pulmonary
infections, from patterns extracted from the normal lung
parenchyma. For this reason, we propose a novel unsupervised
approach that can be considered as a tool for exploratory
analysis of the lung fields explicitly based on image features,
and can be useful for the extraction of semantic-level features.
Moreover, it avoids the need for feature normalization
between images, which can be quite complicated and roughly
approximative when it comes to the analysis of diverse sets of
chest radiographs acquired with different settings.
The non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) of intensity
and texture features extracted from radiographic patterns
forms the basis of the proposed methodology. Intensity
features are represented by grey-level histograms, whereas
image texture is represented by Gabor energy features [11].
Since the radiographic opacities are first cues considered in
the reading of a chest radiograph by the experts [12],
clustering of the intensity feature space is performed firstly.
This first step results in a cluster of possibly normal patterns
and a cluster of ambiguous patterns, whose ambiguity will be
resolved in a further step which involves clustering of the
texture space. In order to extend the capabilities of the
proposed methodology beyond the inflexible hyperellipsoidal
cluster geometries posed by the conventional NMF approach
an hierarchical cluster merging scheme is investigated.
The rest of this paper consists of three sections. Section 2
describes the proposed methodology, section 3 presents the
results of its experimental evaluation, and section 4
summarizes the conclusions of this study.
II.

METHODOLOGY

Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) was introduced
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as a dimensionality reduction method for pattern analysis [13]
and gained popularity by the works of Lee and Seung [14],
[15]. NMF makes use of non-negativity constraints on the data
matrix so as to find a lower rank approximation of it. In
contrast to other methods such as Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), NMF allows only additive combinations of
non-negative data, leading to a representation that is more
intuitive and closer to the human perception.
Given a m×n non-negative matrix V and a reduced rank
r (r < min(m, n)) , the NMF problem lies in finding two nonnegative factors W and H of V such that V ≈ V = W × H ,
where W ∈ ℜ m×r and H ∈ ℜ r×n
We may think of W as the matrix containing the NMF basis
and H as the matrix containing the non-negative coefficients
(or encodings) that exhibit a one-to-one correspondence with
the data that consists V. In order to quantify the similarity
between the data matrix V and the model matrix V we use as
an objective function the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
measure D(V || W × H ) [15] since it is better adapted to real
applications where the data manifold is not always flat:
D(V || W × H ) =

∑
ij

⎡
⎤
Vij
− Vij + (W × H )ij ⎥
⎢Vij ⊗ log
(W × H )ij
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

(1)

experts [12], as a first step in the proposed methodology, N
local grey-level histogram signatures capturing image intensity
information are extracted from non-overlapping square subimages raster-sampled from the lung area. These signatures
are subsequently clustered into r1 = [ N / c] clusters, where
c≤N/2 is a properly chosen positive constant so that the cluster
cardinalities remain small. By splitting the feature space into
many small clusters, we expect that some of them will be
formed from patterns of normal lung parenchyma, others from
consolidation patterns, and others from both normal and
consolidation patterns. The clusters comprising of normal
patterns will be characterized by smaller intensity values than
the rest ones, since the lungs are normally filled with air,
which has the smallest radiographic density. Choosing directly
r1=2 (c=Ν/2) clusters, the cluster shapes would be limited to
hyperellipsoids, and it would be a reasonable choice if the
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with W, H ≥ 0 . This optimization problem is solved by using
the following multiplicative update rules:
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where ⊗ denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product and
× denotes the matrix product.
NMF can be considered as an alternative clustering
technique [17],[18]. However, due to its iterative nature, it is
likely that the NMF converges to local minima of the objective
function (Eq. 2). As a result, different initializations of the
NMF algorithm may lead to different clustering results. Proper
initialization schemes can improve the performance of the
NMF either in terms of computational complexity or in its
ability to analyze data. Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) has been
proposed as a method to initialize NMF [19], [20], initializing
W with the cluster centroids and H with the fuzzy membership
values assigned to each data vector respectively. Since, W and
H correspond to a clustering result after their initialization,
NMF can be regarded as the method to improve this result,
leading to a more visible cluster structure [20].
In this paper, we apply the described NMF clustering
approach for the discrimination of consolidation from normal
patterns in plain chest radiographs. It is assumed that the lung
fields are isolated in regions of interest (ROIs) defined either
manually or with a pre-processing lung field boundary
detection algorithm [3], [21]. The proposed image analysis
methodology is applied only on these ROIs.
A block diagram of the proposed methodology is given in
Fig. 1. Considering that the radiographic opacities are
evaluated first in the reading of a chest radiograph by the
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed methodology.

target clusters were also hyperellipsoids.
Based on that observation, the r1 clusters are dyadically
merged down to s1≥2 clusters based on the similarity of their
centroids, which are derived from factor W. Since the
signatures are intensity histograms, the similarity is evaluated
by the histogram intersection metric [23]. Dyadic merging
takes place by merging, in each iteration, the two clusters
whose centroids exhibit the maximum similarity. Ideally the
value of s1 would be equal to two, since the patterns are
expected to be either normal or abnormal. However, a perfect
discrimination of the patterns in two clusters is usually
infeasible due to limitations regarding the sampling policy or
the superimposed structures, mainly posed by the feature
extraction procedure. It can be noticed that the ambiguity is
higher for higher intensity levels; however, the certainty of a
histogram signature with very low intensity levels to belong to
the normal lung parenchyma, is higher. Therefore, if the value
of s1 is greater than two, it is more likely that a cluster of
normal patterns is formed and that the rest of the clusters
contain ambiguous patterns. The exact value of s1 is
experimentally determined.
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The ambiguous clusters are merged into a sole cluster of
Na ambiguous patterns and textural signatures extracted from
the corresponding sub-images. The signatures are formed by
the energies estimated from the outputs of two Gabor filter
banks; one with symmetric and one with anti-symmetric
Gabor kernels. Each bank comprises of 16 Gabor filters,
resulting from the use of four values of orientation and four
values of radial frequency [11], [22]. The textural signatures
are subsequently clustered into r2 = [ N a / ca ] , where
0<ca≤Na/2.
The r2 clusters of textural signatures are dyadically merged
down to two clusters based on the Euclidian similarity of their
centroids. The resulting two clusters should correspond to the
consolidation patterns on the one hand, and to the remainder
normal patterns on the other. Finally, the image regions with
the consolidations will be comprised of the sub-images
corresponding to the discovered consolidation patterns,
whereas the image regions of the normal lung parenchyma will
be comprised of the normal patterns discovered in both the first
and the second step of the proposed methodology.
III.

parenchyma, and GTP and GTN are the ground truth areas of
consolidations and normal lung parenchyma, respectively.
The average results estimated from the application of the
proposed approach on the whole dataset are illustrated in Fig.
3. It can be observed that the highest average accuracy (94.1%)
is achieved in the case of SM(I)-S2(T), where we have
hierarchical cluster merging into s1=3 clusters followed by a
second step where the ambiguous patterns were further
clustered to r2=2 clusters using their texture features.
The results obtained in the case of SM(I)-S(I) are ranked
second with an accuracy of 89.3%. This makes clear the
importance of texture in the discrimination of the consolidation
from the normal patterns. Moreover, it can be noticed that the
advantage of the hierarchical cluster merging scheme is
prevalent in the first step, whereas it has a marginal effect in
the second step that can be attributed to the geometry of the
Gabor space.
The results regarding the rest of the cases that evolve in
two steps, either if they use a merging scheme (S2-SM, S3-

RESULTS

For the evaluation of the proposed methodology, a
collection of chest radiographs obtained from twenty four
patients with diagnosed bacterial pulmonary infections
hospitalized in an intensive care. In all radiographs the
infections were manifested as foci of consolidations. The
radiographic images were 8-bit grayscale with a size of
2K×2K pixels. The lung fields were isolated by manual
delineation by an expert and were further sampled with
32×32-pixel sub-images. The initial number of clusters r1 in
the first step as well as the initial number of clusters in the
second step of the proposed methodology were determined by
setting the constants c and ca to 1/10 of the number of
signatures to be clustered.
Comprehensive experiments were conducted to investigate
the performance of the proposed methodology using various
combinations of configurations, feature sets and clustering
approaches. These include clustering in two (s1=2) vs three
(s1=3) target clusters in the first step, split-merge (SM)
clustering vs split (S) using direct clustering. Moreover,
experimentation took place using simple hierarchical
clustering (H) for comparison purposes. For the evaluation of
similarities in the simple hierarchical clustering, the histogram
intersection metric [23] was used for the intensity histograms,
whereas for the Gabor textural features Euclidean similarity of
their centroids was considered. The combinations tested are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
The performance measures considered in this study are:
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy [24]. They were estimated
from the number of pixels classified as true positive
TP=GTP ∩ PCLA, true negative TN=GTN ∩ NCLA, false
positive FP=GTN ∩ PCLA, and false negative
FN=GTP ∩ NCLA, where PCLA (positive cluster lung area) is
the area corresponding to the patterns considered as
consolidations, NCLA (negative cluster lung area) is the area
corresponding to the patterns considered as normal lung

Figure 2. Combinations of methodologies and features considered for the
evaluation of the clustering performance of the proposed methodology.
SM stands for Split-and-Merge into 3, S3 stands for Split into 3 clusters
and S2 stands for Split into 2 clusters, whereas H stands for the simple
hierarchical clustering. I and T represent the type of features that were
used in each step. I stands for Intensity and T stands for textural features.

SM) or not (S2-S2, S3-S2), exhibit inferior performance in
contrast to the SM-S2 case for both intensity and textural
features. It should also be noted that clustering in three target
clusters in the first step has a major advantage over clustering
in two, since in the first case, at least one of the resulting
clusters contains solely normal patterns demonstrating 100%
purity, in contrast to the second case where no-one strictly
normal cluster can be defined (purity about 75%).
Finally, the accuracies obtained in the cases that involve
one step clustering only (SM(I), S(I) and simple hierarchical
clustering, H(I) and H(T)), are poor. In the case of SM(I) and
S(I) the accuracy achieved is less than 70%, whereas in the
case of hierarchical clustering, though accuracy is relatively
high (about 85%) the exhibited sensitivity rates are particularly
low. The low sensitivity values in H(I) and H(T) can be
attributed to the fact that hierarchical clustering is able to
distinguish only a small fraction of the consolidation patterns
classifying the rest with the normal ones. As a result, the
inability of the one-step process to conclude to a well defined
consolidation cluster underlines the need for a second
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Another important conclusion is that texture is an
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